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Section I
ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE COMMUNTIY

KEIB-AM 1150 provides its listeners with programming that addresses issues of concern to our local 
community.  Among the issues determined to be of most concern to the community during the preceding 
calendar quarter were:

CRIME
Many topics under this heading were prominent this quarter. In Santa Ana, several inmates (two of whom were convicted of murder) escaped a 
maximum security jail and were on the run for several days, leading to a concern for public safety.  In addition, the trial of the Grim Sleeper, who is 
believed to be LA’s most prolific serial killer, believed to have killed dozens of women over the course of 30 years, has started. 

MEDIA
This quarter a controversy over nominations for the Oscars garnered attention. For two years in a row, no black actors were nominated in major 
categories, which has prompted the hashtag #OscarsSoWhite. Several prominent actors have vowed to boycott the awards. Discussed the issue at 
hand and on a larger scale, as to whether or not black actors get the same opportunities as white actors in Hollywood. 

POLITICS
This quarter, a prominent issue was the 2016 presidential election.  With primary season starting, we followed both sides of the political aisle and 
discussed all candidates and the issues that the American public want these candidates to tackle.  We aired several debates live without commercial 
interruption and gave analysis on those debates and town halls. 

PUBLIC SAFETY 
This quarter, the Porter Ranch gas leak was still a prominent issue.  Residents of the area complained that they were suffering from negative health 
affects because of a gas leak from one of So Cal Gas’ gas lines.  Company officials insisted the leak did not pose a hazard to the health of the 
public, but they relocated hundreds of residents until the problem could be fixed. So Cal Gas said the leak may not be capped until March and in 
late February they managed to cap the leak and worked to get residents back into their homes.  Legal action is expected with several residents 
already filing lawsuits against So Cal Gas. 

TERRORISM
During the quarter one of the topics in this category was the armed militia that seized a government wildlife building in Oregon and refused to 
leave in a protest against the U.S. Bureau of Land Management, they stayed for several weeks until they finally agreed to leave. During that time, 
while several of the members were on an outing they were arrested by FBI and during that arrest, one of the militia members was killed, 
authorities said it looked like he was reaching for a gun.  



Section II
LOCAL PROGRAMMING

This section lists regularly-scheduled and special programs that represent the station’s issue-responsive 
programming providing the most significant treatment of the issues listed above for the calendar quarter.

Week Ending January 2, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Wayne Resnick 1/1 – 11:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Bill Cosby’s wife is going to have to testify in one of the many civil cases brought against her husband for sexual assault. 

GUEST(S):

************************************************************************************

Politics Mo Kelly 1/2  -- 6pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTON:  
Discussed the candidates for president in 2016, both Republican and Democrat.  Hillary Clinton is not ‘connecting’ with minorities.  Jeb 
Bush confuses recent police shooting cases and Ben Carson’s top aids resign, indicating that his presidential hopes might be coming to 
an end. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************

Week Ending January 9, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Terrorism Mo Kelly 1/3 – 6pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
An armed militia occupied a U.S. wildlife headquarters in Oregon demanding that the Bureau of Land Management stop harassing 
local land owners. The government has not classified these protesters as ‘terrorists’ because they say they have not threatened 
violence.  Some are asking why Black Lives Matter protesters have been dealt with differently.

GUEST(S):



***************************************************************************************

Law John & Ken 1/4  -- 4pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
John and Ken discussed significant new laws affecting California citizens in 2016.

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************

Public Safety /Constitutional Rights Bill Handel 1/5 – 8am 60 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Details of President Obama’s plan to strengthen gun laws have been released.   The president plans to use Executive action to change 
some laws regarding  

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************

Public Safety John & Ken 1/6 – 3:15pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Update on Porter Ranch gas leak,  Gov. Brown declares a State of Emergency to deal with the problem. Local residents are wondering 
what is taking so long to deal with the problem and how this could have gone on so long without being attended to.

GUEST(S):
Erin Brokovich, activist

***************************************************************************************

Economy John & Ken 1/7 – 4:15pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
New study shows that 2/3 or people in the U.S. don’t have at least $500 in savings. Took listener calls on why they are broke.

GUEST(S):



Week Ending January 16, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Bill Handel 1/11 -- 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Music icon, David Bowie has died at the age of 69 after a 18 month battle with cancer.  The death took the industry by surprise 
because there was no indication that Bowie was sick.  He hadn’t been seen in public in several months, but many believed that to be 
because he was working on a new album which was released days before his death.  Discussed his career, his influence on music, 
fashion and film. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Media / Crime Gary & Shannon 1/11 – 10am 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Notorious Mexican drug lord, El Chapo has finally been caught after being on the run for months after escaping from prison.  He was 
caught just after an interview with him done by actor Sean Penn was released by Rolling Stone magazine.   Discussed how the 
interview was set up, who all the players are and how El Chapo was finally caught. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics Tim Conway Jr 1/12 – 6pm 60 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Aired President Obama’s last State of the Union speech live and analyzed the speech after it was over.  Discussed what issues the 
speech brought up and how the presidential candidates might use what the President said to further their own agenda in an effort to 
get elected in November. 
 
GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Media/ Economy Gary &  Shannon 1/13 – 10am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
The NFL is returning to LA after more than two decades.  The St. Louis Rams will move to LA with the promise of a new stadium to be 
built in Inglewood.  In the meantime, the Rams will play in an updated Los Angeles Coliseum.

GUEST(S):
David Vassegh, AM570 LA Sports Host 



***************************************************************************************
Media Bill Handel 1/14 – 7am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Powerball Madness has gripped Southern California and the country for the last week, and 3 people matched the numbers to win a 
part of the $1.5 BILLION jackpot.  One of those winners is from Southern California, the ticket was purchased at a Chino Hills 7-11. 
  
GUEST(S):
Alex Stone, ABC News

***************************************************************************************
Public Safety/ Law Gary & Shannon 1/14 – 11:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
New drone rules being proposed by FAA and locally by Assemblyman Mike Gatto to protect residents from drones encroaching over 
their private homes 

GUEST(S):
Assemblyman Mike Gatto 

****************************************************************************************
Public Safety John & Ken 1/15 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Latest news about the Porter Ranch gas leak.  Some are worried that drilling a separate line down to find the leak could cause a 
blowout in the area. Residents are also concerned with Benzene inhalation.  Benzene may cause drowsiness, dizziness, headaches, as 
well as eye, skin, and respiratory tract irritation, many of which are the complaints. 

GUEST(S): 

Week Ending January 23, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Politics Bill Handel 1/15 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the democratic debate, the issues and what the candidates discussed on the various issues voters are concerned about for 
the 2016 Presidential election.  Three candidates remain on the Democratic side: Hillary Clinton, Martin O’Malley and Bernie Sanders.  
Discussed the different political leanings of each candidate.  



GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Media Bill Handel 1/16 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
The hashtag #OscarsSoWhite is trending because for the second year in a row, the Oscars have no black actors nominated for the 
Best Actor / Actress and Best Supporting Actor/ Actress categories.  This prompted some actors to complain and threaten a boycott of 
this years Awards ceremony

GUEST(S):
Steve Gregory, KFI News

***************************************************************************************
Public Safety John & Ken 1/18 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Porter Ranch gas leak update.  AQMD has put off a decision to decide whether or not to ‘burn off’ the gas, after concerns and 
complaints from the local community.  As the community continues to ask for help, we’re now finding out that some have complained 
about their pets having various health problems because of the gas leak.  

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Media/ Economy Tim Conway Jr 1/19 – 8pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Actor and former NFL player, Fred Dryer joined Tim in studio to discuss the move of the Rams to LA.  Dryer played for the Rams and 
discussed the franchise history and what a move to LA would mean for the team and for the NFL 

GUEST(S):
Fred Dryer

***************************************************************************************
Public Safety Bill Handel 1/20 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the current emergency situation out of Flint, Michigan, where the water coming out of the taps has unsafe amounts of lead.  
This problem has persisted for a significant period of time and many people, especially children, have unsafe levels of lead in their 
system.  The community says the problem has been significant for some time, with nothing being done.  Currently, the Governor has 
declared a ‘state of emergency’ to deal with the crisis and figure out who is to blame for not addressing the issue sooner. 



GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Medical/ Public Safety Bill Handel 1/22 – 8am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the latest medical news with Dr. Jim Keany including, the Ziks virus, which prior to recently had been unseen in the U.S. 
but now some cases are popping up, leading to a travel alert directed toward pregnant women about traveling outside the country; a 
bizarre birth defect found here in Los Angeles, that could be connected to the Zika virus and a cough syrup found locally that has been 
pulled from some small health stores after it was found to have contained small amounts of morphine.  

GUEST(S):
Dr. Jim Keany, ER trauma specialist and President of CA.RAMUSA.org 

Week Ending January 30, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Bill Handel 1/25 – 7am 15 min

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Three dangerous inmates have broken out of a jail facility in Santa Ana, leading police on a massive manhunt to find them.  The 
inmates escaped after a count, and it was not realized they were missing until almost 16 hours later.   Police are trying to piece 
together how they escaped, cutting through metal bars, reaching the roof and escaping. 

GUEST(S):
Lt. Jeff Hallock, OCSD PIO

***************************************************************************************

Crime Gary & Shannon 1/25 – 10am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Update on the escape of three inmates from a Santa Ana jail and how exactly they were able to escape unnoticed for almost 16 hours.  
Updated the public on the search for the inmates, ran any pertinent press conferences live.

GUEST(S):
Lt. Jeff Hallock, OCSD PIO

***************************************************************************************



Crime John & Ken 1/25 – 2pm 45 minutes
   5pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Kept the KFI listening audience updated on the search for three missing, dangerous jail inmates that broke out of a prison in Santa 
Ana.  Described the suspects backgrounds and new details on how they may have made their escape. Also spoke with listeners about 
the story.

GUEST(S):
Lt. Jeff Hallock, OCSD PIO
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News 

***************************************************************************************

Crime Bill Handel 1/26 --  7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Update on the missing three Santa Ana jail escapees and what we know so far about how they may have made their escape.  They 
possibly had help by someone on the inside. 

GUEST(S):
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News 

Week Ending February 6, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime/ Public Safety Gary & Shannon 2/1 – 10am 30 minutes
 11am 15 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Update on the search for three escaped inmates from the OC Jail.  Ran updated press conferences on the situation and kept the public 
apprised of new developments 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics Bill Handel 2/2 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Results from Iowa caucus, on the Republican side, Ted Cruz wins, Donald Trump comes in second, Marco Rubio in third.  On the 
Democratic side, Hillary Clinton narrowly edges out Bernie Sanders. What it all means going forward in the nominating process. 



GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************

Public Safety John & Ken 2/3 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Updated listeners on the Porter Ranch gas leak and the progress So Cal Gas is making in the effort to stop it.  Discussions now turn to 
criminal liability and possible damages for those affected. 

GUEST(S):
Jackie Lacey, LA District Attorney 

***************************************************************************************
Transportation John & Ken 2/4 – 4pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the ongoing issue of high speed rail in California and the impact it will have on local communities, the environment and the 
economy.

GUEST(S):
Aubrey Bettencourt

***************************************************************************************

Politics Mo Kelly 2/6 – 5pm 60 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Live coverage of the GOP debate with analysis afterward. 

GUEST(S):
Neil Saavedra, KFI Host
Monique Marvez, KFI host

Week Ending February 13, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Health Gary & Shannon 2/9 – 10:15am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the issue of caring for parents, it’s inevitable for kids that at some point they will have to make health related decisions 
about their parents care. Took listener calls from those going through the issue right now 



GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics Bill Handel 2/10 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed results of New Hampshire primary and where the presidential candidates stand as of today.  Trump and Sanders win big, 
John Kasich finishes 2nd on the Republican side. 

GUEST(S):
Aaron Katersky, ABC News 

***************************************************************************************

Education/ Political Correctness John & Ken 2/11 – 4:30pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
A student that is biologically female student but identifies as male is currently using the boys’ locker room at Rancho Bernardo High 
School, and one parent is outraged, saying her son has expressed how upset kids were and that the school has refused to remedy the 
situation. School officials say California state law is clear on this issue and states a transgender student has the right to choose the 
bathroom with which they identify.

GUEST(S):
Holly Franz, parent of concerned student 

***************************************************************************************
Public Safety Bill Handel 2/12 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
The union for Orange County Sheriff’s Deputies has filed a lawsuit over what they’re calling ‘unsafe jail conditions,’ some of which may 
have led to the ability for several inmates to escape a local maximum security prison in Santa Ana  

GUEST(S):
Steve Gregory, KFI News 



Week Ending February 20, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Government Bill Handel 2/12 – 7am 45 minutes
    9am 30 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Supreme Court justice Antonin Scalia has died suddenly while visiting a ranch in Texas. Reports say that he apparently died of 
‘natural’ causes.  His death makes the Supreme Court now a 8 judge panel, which could pose problems with several big decisions 
expected to come down this year. Discussed his history on the court and how influential he is to the conservative side of the aisle. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Crime Gary & Shannon 2/15 – 11am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
The trial of LA’s most prolific serial killer is about to start. Discussed the history of the case and how a slice of pizza is what helped 
catch California’s longest-active serial killer case. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 2/16 – 3pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the latest on the presidential election and the candidates on both sides of the aisle. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Crime/ Technology Bill Handel 2/17 – 8am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
A federal judge has said that Apple must help law enforcement and create code to break the encryption on one of the phones of one 
of the terrorists in the San Bernardino attack in an effort to try to put together part of the timeline of the attack to try to find more 
answers. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************



Crime/ Technology John & Ken 2/17 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Apple tells FBI that they oppose the judge’s ruling and that they will not help open the iPhone of one of the San Bernardino terrorists, 
they have filed an appeal with the court. 

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News 

***************************************************************************************
Environment/ Public Safety John & Ken 2/18 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
There are so far 67 lawsuits that have been filed against So Cal Gas over the Porter Ranch gas leak.  Discussed the latest efforts to 
stop the leak and the fight that the families still have to face to return to their homes. 

GUEST(S):
Andrew Mollenbeck, KFI News
 
Week Ending February 27, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Environment / Crime John & Ken 2/24 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
CBS reporter David Goldstein reporting that according to emails, Mayor Eric Garcetti has been talking money from a company called 
Turf Terminators, which would go around and remove lawns in order to help the drought.  

GUEST(S):
David Goldstein, CBS News

***************************************************************************************
Law / Education Bill Handel 2/25 – 9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
LA Unified school district is returning a cache of weapons and equipment given to them by the Defense Department. Many thought 
this equipment in the form of grenade launchers, armored vehicles and other surplus military style equipment was too extreme for 
schools. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************



Technology Gary & Shannon 2/25 – 1pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Apple vs. FBI…the fight continues.  Discussed Apple CEO describing iPhone cracking software as the ‘equivalent of cancer’ and 
maintaining that they will fight a judge’s ruling to help local authorities crack a terrorist’s cell phone encryption. 

GUEST(S):
Father Robert Ballecer 

***************************************************************************************
Crime Bill Handel 2/26 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Latest news from the Grim Sleeper trial.  Discussed the latest testimony in the case of LA’s most prolific serial killed.  Recent 
testimony included the gripping account from the only woman believed to have survived an attack.

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News 

***************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 2/26 – 2pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the recent Republican debate in Houston and the issues that the candidates covered including: healthcare and immigration. 

GUEST(S):

Week Ending March 5, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime / Sexual assault Wendy Walsh 2/28 – 4pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussing the issue of pop singer Kesha, and accusations she has made against a producer for Sony known as ‘Dr. Luke’.  Kesha 
claims that he molested her and basically forced her to do things with her career that she didn’t want to do.  She says this caused her 
to turn to alcohol and drugs and caused her to have an eating disorder.  She is asking for her contract to be voided so that she is not 
forced to continue to work with him.  Dr. Wendy Walsh also discussed her own personal story  of sexual assault. 

GUEST(S):
***************************************************************************************



Crime/ Media Bill Handel 3/1 – 8am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
ESPN sportscaster, Erin Andrews is suing a man who has been stalking her and a Nashville hotel claiming that the hotel allowed the 
man to stay in a room next to hers, which enabled him to be able to alter the door peephole and record video of her naked in her 
room. The man attempted to sell the video to TMZ which refused, but uploaded the video to the internet anyway which caused it to go 
viral.  Andrews is asking for $75 million in damages. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************

Immigration John & Ken 3/1 – 3pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Disney has been sued by two former employees who say they were illegally replaced by foreign workers. Both were laid off from their 
IT jobs at Walt Disney World in Orlando in January 2015.  As they were laid off, they were told they had 90 days to train their 
replacements: Foreigners on H-1B visas, the most common visa for high-skilled foreign workers. If they didn't agree, they weren't 
eligible for bonuses or severance packages.  Up to 300 people are believed to have lost their jobs 

GUEST(S):
Leo Perrero, ex Disney employee
Sara Blackwell, Attorney 

***************************************************************************************
Crime/ Health Gary & Shannon 3/2 – 11:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
A new report from the LAPD says that more than a third of people shot by police in Los Angeles, last year were mentally ill.  Discussed 
the report and how America’s criminal justice system has essentially become the country’s mental  health system 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics Bill Handel 3/2 --  8:30am 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Former Presidental candidate and Governor of Massachusetts, Mitt Romney has stepped front and center into the presidential 
campaign by commenting on GOP frontrunner, Donald Trump, criticizing Trump for how he has handled the campaign so far and 
urging voters to seriously reconsider voting for him.  Discussed the speech and took listener reaction.  

GUEST(S):



Week Ending March 12, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Wendy Walsh 3/6 – 4pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed sex abuse laws, the revenge porn law is too weak in California.  Also discussed the issue of male sexual abuse, women are 
not the only victims, men just don’t tend to speak up as much

GUEST(S):
Dr. Andrew Smiler 

***************************************************************************************
Politics/ Media Bill Handel 3/7 – 7am 15 minutes

9am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the death of former first lady Nancy Reagan and details of her funeral to be held at the Regan Library in Simi Valley.  Mrs. 
Regan was an extremely influential first lady, discussed how she was a big part of her husbands presidency, their devotion to each 
other and her care for him through Alzheimers Disease until his death. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Transportation / Economy John & Ken 3/8 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
A judge is allowing California’s high speed rail project to proceed, despite the fact that some changes to the route could cost many 
millions of dollars more than initially anticipated. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Health Tim Conway Jr. 3/10 – 7pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
California wants to raise the age that someone can purchase cigarettes from 18 to 21, in an effort to prevent teens from becoming 
addicted to tobacco.   If Gov. Brown signs the bill, California will become the second state, after Hawaii, to raise the age limit for 
buying cigarettes and other tobacco products. More than 100 cities around the country, including New York and Boston, have already 
raised the age limit.



GUEST(S):
Dr. Ray Kashieri

Week Ending March 19, 2016
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Crime Wendy Walsh 3/13 – 5pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
In depth discussion about male sexual abuse, took calls from listeners regarding the issue. 

GUEST(S):
Christopher Anderson, Executive Director of MaleSurvivor.org

***************************************************************************************
Health Bill Handel 3/14 -- 9:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
There’s a new school of thought when it comes to peanut allergies.  Some research suggests that fully exposing a child with peanut 
allergies to the allergy at full force, could ultimately help the child overcome the allergy.  We discussed the issue with Dr. Jim Keany.

GUEST(S):
Jim Keany, ER specialist, President California Remote Area Medical 

***************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 3/14 – 2pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
As the presidential candidates get ready for Super Tuesday, some violent incidents and rallies for Donald Trump are dominating the 
news. Discussed what could be prompting the violence and what it means for the presidential election and for the candidate himself. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Health Gary & Shannon 3/15 – 10am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Top NFL official acknowledges for the first time a link between football related head trauma and CTE

GUEST(S):
Chris Nowinski, Executive Director of the Concussion Legacy Foundation.  Author of Head Games: The Global Concussion Crisis



***************************************************************************************
Politics/ Law Bill Handel 3/16 – 8am 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
President Obama has announced his choice to replace Antonin Scalia on the Supreme Court, Merrick Garland. Discussed the 
candidates qualifications, past decisions and the uphill fight the President will have to get Merrick confirmed before his term is over. 
The GOP is threatening to stall the confirmation process. 

GUEST(S):

Week Ending March 26, 2016  & March 27-30th 
ISSUE PROGRAM DATE/TIME LENGTH 

Media Gary & Shannon 3/21 – 11am 45 minutes
John & Ken 3/21 – 4pm 30 minutes
Mark Thompson 3/21 – 6pm 15 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
A little girl with part-native American heritage is being removed from her foster home to be sent to live with relatives of her father.  
Under the federal Indian Child Welfare Act, a tribe may remove a child from a foster home in order to ensure that the child will be 
taught about her native American heritage. Lexi is 6 years old and is 1/64 Choctaw Indian.  She been with her foster family for 4 
years and many are concerned that removing her from the only parents she has ever known will be extremely traumatic for her.  The 
foster family also has issues about where she is being placed because it is not with her father, but with a relative my marriage of her 
father’s, who does not have Indian heritage.   The tribe says that they informed the foster family that adopting Lexi was never an 
option.

GUEST(S):
Rusty Page, Lexi’s foster father
Steve Gregory, KFI News

***************************************************************************************
Terrorism/ Public Safety Bill Handel 3/22 – 7am 45 minutes

    9am 45 minutes
John & Ken 3/22 – 2pm 30 minutes
Mark Thompson 3/22 --  6pm 30 minutes
Aron Bender 3/23 --  5am 15 minutes
Bill Handel 3/23 – 7am 30 minutes
Gary & Shannon 3/23 – 10am 30 minutes 
John & Ken 3/23  -- 3pm 45 minutes
Bill Handel 3/24 – 7:30am 30 minutes
John & Ken 3/24 – 2pm 45 minutes



SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Discussed the terror attacks in Brussels, Belgium…several suicide bombers detonated themselves at the airport and at a metro 
station, killing more than 30 people. Discussed the suspects, who were known to police in Turkey and problems with Brussels has 
been having with jihadist activity and how the government there has largely ignored the problem. Also discussed what the attacks 
there mean for safety and security here in the U.S. and in Los Angeles specifically. 

GUEST(S):
Bryan Suits, KFI host, military expert
Ben Barnier, ABC News
Aaron Katerksy, ABC News live in Belgium  

***************************************************************************************
Media Tim Conway Jr. 3/24 – 8:15pm 30 minutes

Bill Handel 3/25 – 8am 30 minutes
Monique Marvez 3/26 – 8:15pm 15 minutes 

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Comedian Garry Shandling has died suddenly, reportedly of a heart attack.  Discussed his career, legacy and the inspiration he had on 
may other comics. 

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Transportation Bill Handel 3/25 – 7am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Los Angeles is planning a massive $120 billion plan to ‘fix’ transportation and there’s a lot of people who aren’t happy about it mostly 
because it involves a new ‘tax’.

GUEST(S):
Eric Leonard, KFI News 

***************************************************************************************
Health / Economy Elizabeth Espinosa 3/27 – 6:30am 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Kaiser Nurses go on strike for a week to push for higher staffing levels and increased pay.  Negotiations on those details have been 
ongoing for almost a year, and no movement has happened, so the nurses feel that a strike is their only recourse.

GUEST(S):



***************************************************************************************
Economy/ Employment Bill Handel 3/28 – 7am 30 minutes

John & Ken 3/31 – 4pm 45 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
California legislators have passed a bill to increase the minimum wage in California to $15 an hour over the next several years. Many 
employers were against the law saying it will force them to reduce staff and increase use of technology.

GUEST(S):

***************************************************************************************
Politics John & Ken 3/30 – 5pm 30 minutes

SHOW DESCRIPTION:
Presidential race 2016, discussed Ted Cruz National Enquirer story, the paper accuses Cruz of having multiple affairs, Cruz has denied 
the story.  Donald Trump weighs in about Ted Cruz Super PAC releasing photo of Melania, a retweet he sent out that shows Heidi Cruz 
compared to Melania has gotten attention, Cruz says Trump hit below the belt.  Discussed the latest polls.

GUEST(S):



Section III
PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Section III lists public service announcements that the station broadcast during the preceding calendar 
quarter that address community issues. 

ISSUE ORGANIZATION OR TITLE DURATION RUNS 

Breast Cancer Awareness KOMEN RACE FOR THE CURE 000:32 001 

Child Illness Ronald McDonald House 000:16 008 

Child Illness Ronald McDonald House 000:31 006 

Breast Cancer Awareness KOMEN RACE FOR THE CURE 000:31 009 

Breast Cancer Awareness KOMEN RACE FOR THE CURE 000:32 010 

Child Illness Ronald McDonald House 000:16 003 

Child Illness Ronald McDonald House 000:31 003 

EAS TEST Emergency Alert System 000:05 038 

MILITARY AND VETERANS DIBBLE VETERANS 000:30 013 

MILITARY AND VETERANS SHOW YOUR STRIPES 000:30 017 

PEACE PEACE IN THE STREETS 000:31 002 

PEACE PEACE IN THE STREETS 000:32 006 


